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Hello! 
At Zest ME we are passionate about events. We know the key ingredients

necessary to providing an engaging and memorable shared experience for

the students attending your Transition Summer School.

2021 will be more important than ever to welcome your students with open

arms and give them a head start in their new school environment.

All the activities we offer help break down barriers and act as an effective

vehicle to allow your school to ‘get to know’ their new intake of students.

They allow the students to experience their new secondary environment in

an informal, fun and relaxed way, leaving them with positive impressions

which will certainly make the sometimes daunting transition process easier

for them.

We look forward to working with you this summer!



How it works…
Within this brochure, we have included a range of activity ideas which we

feel will enrich and enhance the wider summer school programme you are

offering.

We see our activities as ‘wow’ team building activities which can be

included in promotional marketing material to act as a draw for your

students and encourage them to sign up for the programme.

You can choose to book as many sessions as you require. So whether it be

one afternoon session, a couple throughout the week or a full programme of

events, we would love the opportunity to work with you and enhance your

programme.



Don’t take our 

word for it… 



“Zest ME helped with our programme of activities to enrich the 2 week summer school at The Hathershaw College.

The activities were a huge success and helped achieve record engagement levels amongst attendees as well as

easing the transition process for the students. We have never had a cohort so prepared in September they really hit

the ground running. I am already in discussions with Zest ME to assist me this year and would highly recommend their

services to any other school or college.”

Lorna Philip
Hathershaw College

Just a couple of lines to say a very big thank you for our Circus Skills session this afternoon.  Miles and Drew were 

great with the kids.  The students were totally focused, was great team building, great energy burning and they all 

came out saying they had loved it.  Looking at their diaries this afternoon, "Today was awesome", "loved the wheels 

of doom", "Diablo was great" and "I won't forget the diablo" all stand out. Please pass on our thanks to both of them, 

they really made our students day (and some of our staff too who learnt new skills), we would certainly do this again 

another time!

Best wishes”

Joanne Westerby
ASO SEN/WRL
Willowfield Humanities College

Yesterday was wonderful.  The feedback from everyone is very positive.  As you know we are a secondary school 

but yesterday we were entertaining Year 5 from three local primary schools.  The kids loved the skills sessions and the 

show was enjoyed by everyone, children and adults alike.  Thank you very much.  Your company's input contributed 

to a very successful day.

Kind regards.”

Lorette Hyslop
Loreto College 



Team…works



Circus 

Skills
This fantastic Circus Skills Workshop is the perfect option for your 2021
Summer School!

At first glance, the colourful event may seem like just a fun filled
afternoon, but if you delve closer, the activity also touches on many
curriculum subjects, such as PE, Maths, Science, Drama and even
Literacy!

The action packed 2 – 3 hour session, instructed by highly skilled
professionals, will guarantee a high energy and engaging atmosphere
for your students. It will also encourage them to stretch themselves and
learn some new skills along the way!

What’s great about our Circus Skills Workshops is that all children can be
involved, regardless of personality type or ability.

The event guarantees a memorable and exciting shared experience,
which your attendees will talk about for weeks to come.

Students will be taught a variety of circus skills, including Juggling, Plate
Spinning, Diablo and Balloon Modelling!

Duration 1 – 2 hours

“Every single student learnt a 

new skill… absolutely 

fantastic!”
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Drum Beat 
Imagine the surprise on your pupil’s faces as they enter the room to find an array of

beautiful drums from all over the world and our enthusiastic team playing a high energy

welcome!

Within minutes, our expert rhythm facilitator will have everyone taking ownership of the

basic skills & rhythms needed to build your very own amazing percussion orchestra. No

musical experience whatsoever is required!

This event will allow your pupils to:

- Experience the awesome power of group drumming

- Be instantly energised & motivated

- Learn to play, listen and react as one group

This high impact activity has strong themes of collaboration, integration and one team

throughout. We have a “success guaranteed” format that will take your group from

absolute novices to having heightened reactions, deeper listening and awareness of their

musical roles.

FINALE…

Using all the skills mastered through the session and with an opportunity to explore the

groups own creativity, we create the final performance of the day.

Layering the different rhythm parts together, we instantly promote the idea of the individual

parts making a ‘one team’ sound.

The event provides a platform for interdependence and commitment to the ‘one goal’

ethic.

As well as learning a new skill, team drumming transcends hierarchy and reveals new levels

of communication.

We build success upon success to grow in creative confidence and musical quality.

This event will be talked about for months to come!!!

Duration 1 – 2 hours

“What an awesome event… 

hairs on back of neck stuff”



HAKA 
Power  Unity  People

From outside your room, your students hear the ancient Maori chant. This is the tribal call to

‘action’. Suddenly our Maori HAKA warriors burst in and your group is transfixed.

In full traditional wear and adorning the distinctive face markings they perform the HAKA

displaying pure passion, dignity and pride.

This fantastic surprise will change the energy and focus of any group. Firstly greeted in Maori,

then in English, your students are next instructed that it’s their turn!

This fascinating interactive event is all about:

- Tribal Unity

- Individual Pride

- Moving forward as one people

Using authentic Maori tribal members, your students will learn the intriguing history and

purpose of the HAKA before jumping into action learning the words, movements and

postures.

Your HAKA Master will have your group working as one tribal team and totally focussed in

perfecting this ancient ritual. Everyone will feel totally empowered.

We can offer an optional fun competition if required. By splitting the group in two and adding

unique tribal variation, each group will ‘face off’, to each other displaying their HAKA.

We always regroup for one last performance and devote your last HAKA to present or future

school objectives or link into your school motto.

Raise the roof with your own tribal power and add a new dimension to your team. Needing

no set up or additional equipment, this activity fits perfectly into any agenda and leaves

participants totally energised and united.

Duration 90 minutes

“wow…I cant begin to tell 

you how well this event 

worked… The Maoris were 

amazing”



Junk Funk
We transform your group into a high performance Junk percussion orchestra.

This is not only thinking out of the box, this is actually playing the box!  

Piles of very strange but familiar looking items soon become the bizarre sections of your 
orchestra. Just like the real thing, we have mini teams playing vital different musical 
parts. All manner of buckets, ladders and bins soon become your pallets of sound. 

Next Stop the West End!!

With added choreography and Junk Yard costume, you will eventually perform a 
dynamic “Stomp” style show. Our own rhythm experts will entertain, inspire and guide 
your group to unimagined creative heights, leaving your team with the unmistakeable 
feeling of success.

This activity is designed to need virtually no set up or breakdown time. Our costumed 
Junk Funk experts can pre-set the room or storm into your classroom playing, for an 
added wow.

With all instruments contained in easily movable large bins, your room will become filled 
in seconds with the crash of colour, sound and energy. 

This vibrant team activity has many benefits, including:

Eco Friendly - We use many everyday throwaway items to make reusable music.

Room Theming - With abundant hazard tape, etc. your room instantly becomes a junk 
yard.

This rhythmical event will immediately energise the room, break down barriers and 
highlight real teamwork.

Duration 60 – 90 minutes 

“it felt like we were in the 

Stomp crew and it has a 

great eco friendly theme 

too…”



Thriller
Your group will learn, practice and perfect the most famous dance routine in
pop history.

Our professional choreographers will take your students through the steps and
shapes to become your very own zombie dance troupe.

The Thriller dance, from the ground breaking music video, was a worldwide
sensation and now your students, can collaborate and perform it together.

This is the ultimate group surprise and, with an open mind and team support,
you won’t believe how quickly your own amazing pop experience comes
together.

This is highly engaging and the ultimate surprise activity.

It doesn’t matter if you have two left feet or even if you’re dead on your feet,
(Zombies are supposed to be dead), our high energy choreographers will
skilfully take you through this exciting process.

Using actual choreographers from the West End Thriller show, we bring you the
authentic experience of putting this special performance together.

Once all the moves are perfected, it’s then onto the costumes. We have racks
of specially designed Zombified clothes for you to create your own decaying
character.

We bring all these elements together for one final, hair raising performance.

Duration 90 minutes

“you don’t event need to be 

able to dance to look good 

doing this…I want to do this 

again”



Animators 
Animators is an event that we guarantee will be talked about for months if not years
to come by your new intake students!

This half day activity is fun, different, engaging… and above all, it breaks down
barriers and allows your students to really get their creative juices flowing!!!

Most of your attendees will have seen Wallace and Gromit, but what they may not
realise is that the characters in the show are actually made from plasticine!!! Well now
it’s their turn to try their hand at animation… welcome to Animators.

During this superb event, your students will work together to create a short stop-
motion animated film, with the assistance of approved animation leaders.

After an insightful introduction to the event, your group will be divided into smaller
working groups who will become a team for the duration of this completely unique
activity.

Of course, all necessary equipment, materials and cameras will be provided by Zest
ME and the experts will always be on hand to lend a hand.

This exciting event is split into 3 main stages:-
Ideas generation, storyboarding and character design.
Creation of all models and props.
Creation of the final film using state of the art stop motion animation technology.

At the end of the viewing all participants are assembled to view the completed
films…. Don’t forget the popcorn!

The theme for your animation workshop is completely flexible and can be tailored to
your exact brief, objectives and intended outcomes. Popular themes include
Literacy, Numeracy, First Day at School, Confidence, Space Camp, History comes to
Life etc… the possibilities really are endless with this great event.

Duration 2 hours

“utterly unique…not done 

anything quite like it before”



Big Picture
With its one team, collaborative focus, The Big Picture involves all your students
working together towards one common goal…. Painting a masterpiece work of
art!!!

Developing students’ conceptual and spatial talents, this fun and engaging
activity requires small groups to work together to recreate a work of art from
limited available information and resources.

The work of art being created can be bespoke to your school – perhaps
incorporating your school logo or motto!

Each team is given a miniaturised section of the artwork comprised of a number
of individual tiles. Using only the equipment provided and within a fixed
timeframe, students need to scale up and produce their contributions to the
finished full size masterpiece.

The groups will recreate the masterpiece in non-toxic, washable acrylic paint
and suitable protective clothing will be provided for all.

At the finale, all guests gather together to assemble the sections of individual
tiles within a frame to complete The Big Picture – usually with incredible results!

This is a highly interactive event which emphasises the need for clear and
accurate communication, encouraging students to work together knowing their
individual talents have played an important part in creating ‘The Big Picture’.

Duration 90 mins – 2 hours“the end results were 

fabulous”



Chocolate 

Lab
Make your own marvellous creations with this scrumptious team activity.
Chocolate Lab uses the awesome power of chocolate to break down
barriers and encourage innovative thinking. Can you design & make a
unique collection of irresistible treats to tempt our discerning chocoholic

judges?

The clock is ticking! Which team will use their skills and time wisely to win the
title of master chocolatiers?

Event Format:

After a warm welcome and a briefing, guests are split into teams and the
chocolately fun begins.

Using only the instructions, ingredients and equipment supplied by us, each
team must produce their sweet treats and package them beautifully before
the final whistle blows.

This is a pure fun based activity which gives all students a fabulous shared
experience.

Duration 90 mins – 2 hours

“what a treat, and all students 

were able to take away their 

own creations post-event”



Be courageous                 School Harmony Come Together

With the rising popularity of TV shows like; The Voice, Last Choir Standing
and X Factor, singing is on everybody’s agenda!

We bring groups of any size together to recreate a famous pop song under
the expert guidance of our West End vocal coaches and Musical directors.
We prove that anyone can sing and that everyone’s efforts can contribute
to the fantastic overall sound.

Your students will soon learn how to breath, support and project their
voice, surprising themselves and their peers.

Mastering the words, harmonies and dynamics to their growing
performance, individuals will feel empowered, uplifted and a part of a real
creative process.

Our expert facilitators will guide and inspire your group to surpass what
even you think is achievable, culminating in a combined final
performance to raise the roof.

Lift the spirit and focus of your summer school programme with your group
singing wonderfully together.

The hairs on the back of your neck will stand up with this highly motivational
‘one team’ activity!

Duration 90 mins

Voicebox

“an amazing experience… 

would definitely book again”



Team Build Challenge
The Team Build Challenge is a specially selected combination of activities, designed
to give your students the opportunity to experience some unique and exciting
activities while building strong communication and teamwork skills! Groups will rotate
around the course of handpicked activity stations. Each will of course be marshalled
by a professional instructor.

Included in your package:

ARCHERY
A great team leveller. You may well be surprised to discover just which members of
your team are the ones to excel at this teambuilding activity.

LITTLE LANDIES 
Like the Land Rover Experience only on a miniature scale…the fantastic realistic 
remote controlled Land Rovers will take on our rigorous off road course.

GAME OF CONES ZONE 
Cones light up with different colours in a totally random sequence and it’s up to you, 
or your team, to put as many of them out as you can in the time limit.  Race against 
the clock to record the highest score.

TOTAL WIPEOUT
If you’re brave enough to face the sweeper arms, then you’re in for a real workout as
you find yourself jumping and ducking around to avoid losing your balance on the
podium.

ROLLER BALL
Teams have to build a structure with the equipment provided to transport a ball in the
‘SLOWEST’ time possible. It s a fun, energetic and fast paced when we set the teams
against the clock and each other.

SUPER SLALOM
Teams race against each other on giant skis to complete the slalom course. Sounds
easy but when the whole team is on the skis together…not as easy as it first sounds!

Duration 90 mins – 2 hours

“A great way to see your 

teams different strengths 

and weaknesses”



The Knockout 

Challenge
This fun, colourful and engaging activity will bring out the competitive spirit in all

your students.

During this high energy event, your group will be split into teams who will then

compete on the challenges set out below:-

1. "It's A Knockout". In relay the teams collect parts of a velcro banner through our

inflatable scramble nets. Once assembled the banner says the phrase "It's A

Knockout!".

2. "Ring A Roses". Using our 2 part Pit-Squeeze inflatable, the teams collect as many

rings as they can in the time. There's at least a couple of goes each.

3. "The Caterpillar Race". The team in two parts stand inside and walk the caterpillar

tracks up the course and back again. If only it was as simple as it sounds !

4. Get The Dog A Bone. (Wet game) A great simple “everybody gets a couple of

goes” type game. Soapy sliding back-and-forth through our inflatable tunnels to

throw, to catch and collect soft play bones for the dog. The fastest time wins.

5. "Pea Soup". (wet game). In relay the teams go into the inflatable bubble pit to

collect "peas" from the foam/bubbles.

6. "The Humpty Dumpty Relay”. A multi-task game involving one of the team

dressing up in our large Humpty-Dumpty sumo suit.

Please note this is an outdoor physical challenge and will require the use of your

sports field.

Duration 2 hours

“Bright and colourful and 

very competitive”



Give Us A Shout

Nick Hilditch  I  Director

07572 579 222
nick@zestme.co.uk

John McIlroy  I  Director

07572 579 292
john@zestme.co.uk



Thanks for your time 


